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Bai nianxi anxiously handles the hospitalization of the three, and arrives at the hospital
where kangmobei is very late.

"Is that all right?" Seeing that Bai nianxi's face was not very good, Kang Mobei asked.

Bai nianxi shook his head with a bitter face: "three people are seriously injured, almost
Beyond recognition Ah... "

"Well, do they know about their company?" Conmber is still calm.

"Well, I already know. They are very excited," Bai nianxi reluctantly recalled today's
past. "Ah, Lin Ze's mother doubted my motivation. They thought I was taking
responsibility. I really I can't laugh or cry. "

"Just stick to what you want to do, and the truth will be revealed slowly." Kangmobei's
words are faint and firm.

Bai nianxi nodded faintly: "well, I hope good people will be rewarded."

"Squeak" sound, ward door was politely pushed open, looking back, Bai nianxi see, is
his secretary came.

"Mr. Bai, the contract you want has been worked out." The Secretary delivered the
document in triplicate.

"OK, hard work." Bai nianxi took the contract and looked at it carefully.

The contract is a contract to be signed with Lin Ze, Wen Guang and Zhuo Tian. Bai
nianxi knows that they have been abandoned by Letian, but they are talented. They just
can't afford to delay their time and youth. Bai nianxi doesn't care. Three years later,
they are all 25 years old. As long as they have talent, they are worth signing the
contract.

"Do you really want to sign them?" There are two reasons for his pun. One is true
talent, the other is pity.
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"I don't know." Bai nianxi can't tell, but she can feel that she is not very rational now.
The visual impact brought by the burning human body makes her sensibility continue
to control her mood.

"Next week, I'll go with you and talk to them." Kang Mo North light smile, to appease.

"Good." Bai nianxi has a simple smile.

"Mr. Shen, the security has tripled, patrolling around Lumi island. What else do you
want to order?" Shen Hedan's secretary went back to him to report the situation after
he finished the work assigned by Shen Hedan.

Shen Hedan worried that the only small site in Kangmo North would be damaged, so
he continued to pay close attention to all the trends of Lumi island.

The share price of new Conrad fluctuates a little, but it is also good, so there will not
be too much loss.

Although the sparrow in Lumi island is small, it has all kinds of internal organs, and it
can lay golden eggs. In addition, the golden eggs of kangmobei are all given to him.
Of course, he has to protect them.

"Go and find out the situation with the police. If the police insist on a joint
investigation, then we will investigate ourselves, collect evidence and submit it to
them." Shen Hedan looks up at the secretary. It's crucial for Lumi Island whether the
case is investigated.

At least, we can't let Letian's wishful thinking make such a noise. He even wants to put
the responsibility on Lumi island.

A week later, kangmobei recovered a little and was able to walk on his own. In
addition to burning new Kangshi and Lumi Island, Bai nianxi, who was married to
kangmobei, was also besieged by public opinion, and Qianqiu group's share price was
also affected.

"Let's go." Kangmobei has made a little preparation. He is going to go to the hospital
where the three young people live with Bai nianxi to talk about the future cooperation
with them.

"Ma, it hurts! I'm going to die! Let me die Lin Ze sometimes wakes up and sometimes
sleeps. When he wakes up, he is in agony. When he is sleepy, he is awakened by
agony. This kind of torment torments him repeatedly and day and night.



Lin's mother, together with the other four family members, stayed in this ward,
listening to their howling every day, and they were about to collapse.

Bai nianxi gently pushes the door in, holding three documents in his hand.

"Miss White." The four family members stood up politely to greet Bai nianxi.

Bai nianxi squeezed out a shallow smile and responded to their politeness: "I'm here to
talk to you about my next plan."

"Oh, please."

"I'm going to sign up with three young people..."

"I don't want your bad kindness! Get out of here! " Lin Ze's hysterical roar interrupts
Bai nianxi's words.

"You're all pissed! One abandoned us because it was unprofitable! One of them has a
crush on us. If we have new people, we'll sign up! Are you disgusting? " Wenguang is
also in great pain and has no good temper.

"You calm down. The public opinion is that Lota is speculating. I don't think it's about
Lumi island..." Although Zhuo Tian was in pain all over, he could barely keep his head.

Hearing this, the four family members were embarrassed. After comforting the three
young people a little, they couldn't help but press Ma Fei for them. The three young
people felt that the pain was gradually receding, and they tacitly chose to take
advantage of the pain and sleep for a while.

As she calmed down, Mrs. Lin said with a bitter smile: "Miss Bai, I wanted to ask you
last week. What's your purpose of signing a contract with them? They were so hurt
Moreover, the location of the accident is Lumi island. It is said that Lumi island is
your husband's property Hard to say, I think you are taking some responsibility and
then avoiding some responsibility... "Bai nianxi has been calm for a week. When she
hears such words again, her mood will not fluctuate. She has no choice but to smile:

"I own Qianqiu entertainment company under my name, and I have been signing
talented artists. I know something about the talents of three young people. This is the
first reason, the second I do feel pity for them, because they are innocent, and they
were abandoned by Lota after such a tragic event. This is the reason why I feel pity for
them. What you said about taking responsibility and avoiding responsibility is nothing.
Now Lumi island is also the victim and needs justice. Since you and I need justice, we
should cooperate and support each other, I think it's reasonable. "



"You are not afraid of public opinion besieging you! You're all the same! " Lin Ze
didn't fall asleep. After listening to Bai nianxi's speech, he was angry in his heart.

"Tut."

A male voice came. Bai nianxi looked up at the door of the ward. Kangmobei walked
into the ward with a slow smile.

"The words have been very clear, and Qianqiu and Lumi Island don't have to cooperate
with you to return their innocence. Since it's shameless to give face, then nianxi, let's
not sign. Let's go." Conmber said coldly.

Bai nianxi is pulled slowly to the entrance of the ward by kangmobei. When he sees
the worry on the faces of the four family members, Bai nianxi can't bear to leave, but
he is also worried that kangmobei will pull the wound, so he can only keep up.

In the car, the driver starts the car slowly.

"Think clearly for them. It's no use indulging them just because they are motivated.
Let them think clearly. They have no other way to choose. After that, they will turn to
you." Kangmo North closed his eyes, light way.
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